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Footlights on Henry iv- Humanities Series:
Drama Society
Full House Acclaims
Readies Opening
Guinness' Reading
"Future ages (shall) groan
for this foul act."? Shakespeare,
Henry IV, Part 1.
Keeping in mind this prophecy of
Bill, the Bard, the B.C. Dramatic
Society presents its first production of the season, HENRY IV,
PART 1, by William Shakespeare,
promising young playwright. Rev.
Joseph M. Larkin, S.J., directs the
B. C. Thespians toward their first
success since last year's production

OUR TOWN.
Rehearsals have been proceeding
despite the Halloween intervention

of

caused by a prominent West Roxbury socialite and her two-daylong party. This set the entire cast
back several days and the Duke of
Douglas back years.
Jim O'Hearn, longtime favorite
on the B. C. stage, plays the title
role of Henry IV, who ascended the
throne by "crook'd ways." The funloving Larry Gleason (prominent
geneologist of the family of Mary
Martin) plays Hal, Prince of
Wales, whose antics are misconstrued by his father.
"That sanguine coward
that
hill of flesh, Kevin Byrne, is artfully portrayed by Sir John Falstaff. The gregarious Westerner
(from North Adams), Tom Luddy,
plays the hotheaded Hotspur. His
voice is often heard above the
female squealings of the D. S.
Lounge. "Fie upon this quiet life!
I want work."
The Earls of Westmoreland,
Northumberland, and Douglas are
played by Hans Hermans, Charles
Tretter and Bill Ryan. The blunt
John McNealy is seen as Sir
.

.

.

Walter.

Others in the cast include: Anthony Capodilupo, Paul Donlon,

Ray Orley, Richard Donahue, Michael O'Connell, Jan Hermans,
Jackie Howard, J. J. Muffin, Margaret Lynch and Brenda Crowley.
George McDonald excels as Francis, the Talking Man. Anne Madigan, Maureen O'Brien, Marilyn
Warren and Mrs. Arthur Miller are
court ladies.
performances

(if

censors

allow) will be presented Friday,
November 20 and Saturday, November 21, at 8:15 P.M. Tickets are
reasonably priced at $1.00 and may

be obtained from members of the
society, Miss Tarn, or at the door
the night of the performance.
The production promises to be
one offering superlative and artistic entertainment.

By JOHN GALLIVAN
Sir Alec Guinness interpreted the
personality
of Christianity last
Monday evening in a special Humanities Series Lecture at Bapst

Auditorium.

Budd,McCobb

Win FIFTH GIFT AWARDED

Freshman Election TO FATHER BEZUSZKA

The freshman classes of Arts
and Sciences and the School of
Education have chosen those who
will assume the responsibilities of
officers for the coming year.
In A&S, Wayne A. Budd will fill
the key position as president,
having defeated his contender,
Peter F. Murphy.
William P.
Koughan was elected Vice President over Edward J. O'Brien;
Secretary, David A. Collins over
William
T. Phelan; Treasurer,
optimism.
Christian
Thomas B. McCabe over John J.
Perhaps the work best received Connolly.
by the overflow Bapst audience was
The frosh in Campion Hall went
G. K. Chesteton's "Lepanto." Guinout 94% strong to select their
ness' dramatically martial render- elected officials: President, David
ing of the vibrant rhythms of the McCobb over Joseph Ferolito; Vice
poem drew a long ovation. Also re- President, Dierdre Broderick over
ceiving direct ovations from the au- Francis Gentry; Secretary, Judith
dience were Sir Alec's readings of Corbett over Maura McCusher;
the section of Book IX of Paradise Treasurer, Joan Buckley over John
Mahony.
Lost dealing with the sin of Eve,
and of Chesterton's "The Donkey."
A dramatic flair was present in
Guinness' following Eliot's "The
Hippopotamus," which ironically
compares the Church to that aniThe Boston College Graduate
mal, by a passage from Lord Macauley on the historical marvel of School of Nursing has recently
the Church's existence.
been awarded a grant of $131,000
A contrast was also obvious in by the U. S. Public Health Service.
Guinness' reading a section of BelThe grant is to be used for adloc's pensive "Upon Thy So Sore vanced work of the teaching and
Loss" immediately after Francis supervision of nursing. The reThompson's splendid "The King- cipients selected to participate in
dom of God."
this study represent all sections of
A poetic piece whose unique au- the country. Each allotted sum will
ral appeal was handled masterfully be given for one full year.
by Sir Alec's brilliant powers of
Mrs. Marie Andrews, head of the
intonation was Gerard Manley Hep- Nursing Dept., is the Chairman of
kins' "May is Mary's Month."
this study.
Other selections read by Guinness
included: a section of C. S. Lewis'
Screwtape Letters, Rupert Brooke's
Copy of
Fish, a poignant sermon of Cardinal
Newman on the interior anguish of
University Calendar
Christ, a selection from the writDue
ings of Juliana of Norwich, a fourteenth-century English
mystic,
November 17
Browning's fascinating "An Epistle," "Christmas" by John BenjaFulton 304
min, and the traditional "Cherry
Tree Carol."

Exploring the theoretical and the
practical, the theological and the
historical, the profound and the
cursory, the Academy Award-winning British actor gave a reading
of sixteen pieces of literature, each
a facet of the wealth of Christian
thought. Although there was no
proposed theme to the reading,
there was definitely present in all
the pieces the unifying principle of

School of Nursing
Receives Govt. Grant

Campus Council an-

nounced today that, after a

meeting with President Very

Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J.,
it has formulated its program
for the coming year. Among
the principal features are:
1.) Centenary Committee

After freshman elections (concluded Tuesday) there will be a
joint meeting of student government officers at which centenary
plans will be discussed with Rev.
Robert F. Drinan, S.J., Dean of the
Law School and chairman of the
centenary committee. A permanent
student centenary committee will
be established which will work as
an intermediary between Fr.
Drinan's committee and the student body.
2.) Foreign students
Letters have been sent to Jesuit
colleges in Ethiopia, India, and the
Philippines in search for Fritz
Freund. Such a person should be a
sophomore of high academic standing and one who will be a future

Discussing Campus Council matters with Fr. Walsh are, left to
right: Jim Tonra, C.B.A. '60; Al Uranowicz, C.B.A. '62; Margaret
Lynch, School of Ed. '62.

leader in his country. Next year,
there will be at least one foreign
student at Boston College due to
the generous contribution of the
student body. This student will be
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Nat'l Science Foundation Grants
B.C. Math. Institute $225,000

Campus Council Declares Program;
Names Nine Points of Projected Goals
The

MASSACHUSETTS
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Two

heights

WHAT
NEWSPAPER
STRIKE?

given a chance to see the United
States and an American Jesuit
college.
3.) Recruitment of Students
(Continued on Page 2)

By DAVE RAFFERTY

The total is now up to $480,000 as the Math Institute,
under Rev. Stanley Bezuszka, S.J., recently received its fifth
grant from the National Science Foundation for the further
development of Modern Mathematics. This present grant is
$225,000, and close to doubles the
the largest of them all
sum of the previous four.
This new grant will support aca?

demic year studies for mathematics

teachers from around the nation at

the Boston College campus. This
year-long institute will begin in
September, 1960, and continue
through June, 1961.
The Institute at Boston College
encourages teachers already in
service to undertake Fr. Bezuszka's
advanced studies in modern math.
This modern math had its beginnings around 1905. Usually it takes
about forty years for innovations
to emerge of the journals and get
into the texts. This process was retarded even more in the case of the
new math by the two world wars
and the depression. "Now," Father
Bezuszka says, "the work must be
made up quickly."
"Old material must be dropped
for new needs and solution and instruments. The recent fields of probabilities and statistics are open for
study."
So armed with his book, Sets,
Operations and Patterns he has
blazed the trail of modern math in
his Saturday classes on the B.C.
campus.
Here his aim is two-fold. On the
one hand, he teaches a group of
youngsters from the high schools
around Boston area; while at the
same time he shows teachers the
way to present the new math.
First, in dealing with the students, he presents math in a new
interesting and meaningful way.
He preaches the "man-madeness"
of math, condemning the dogma of
traditional math.
He leaves to the students a certain amount of power and initia-

Rev. Stanley Bezuszka, S.J

tive, giving them a chance to try to

disprove the great fallacies of
science under which we have lived
so long.

He gives a history of math and
shows how all the ideas of science,
naturally accepted today, were the
result of hard work, of trial and
error. He blames the dullness of
math on the method of teaching, in
which only the "how's" are shown
and not the "why's."
The binary system, an important
concept in modern computation (in
which only two digits, 0 and 1, are
used instead of 0 to 9) is introduced on as low a level as the third

(Continued on Page 2)

Humanities Series Continues
Nov. 19 With Poet Cummings
By

JACK SWEENEY

dual methods of punctuation, many
of which he has developed through
an extended study of classical
Greek and Latin. His classmate at
Harvard, novelist John Dos Passos,
has characterized his as "fairly
solitary, very New Englandish, you
know. He's the last New Englander.
He's always been retiring and a
little shy."
But when it comes to a question
of principle, he is rock-firm. He
could have saved himself from
many months in a French concentration camp by simply answering
"non" to the question of a French official~"Detestez-vous les Boches?"
He replied instead, "j'aime beaucoup les Francais."
This spirit of determination continues in his insistence on writing
a new poem when two poems, on
facing pages, clashed. His lectures
have rivaled the successes of his
poems, and he is in great demand
in this field. His public appearances
have been few, however, and we are
privileged to have the opportunity
of hearing this modern master.
Members of the faculty and students may purchase tickets at a reduced price beforehand at the Humanities Series office in Lower Gasson. Only general admission tickets
will be sold at the lecture Thursday

The next lecturer in the Humanities series, the distinguished poet
E. E. Cummings, has been described
by the New York Times as "The
man who has written some of this
century's most powerful, arbitrary,
beautiful, ugly experimental, explosive, incomprehensible (to some),
admired and controversial verse."
On November 19th, Mr. Cummings will present a reading of his
poems in the Bapst Library. His
poetry, running the gamut of criticism from "ridiculous" to "sublime," expresses his belief in the
individual. It is this spirit of individualism which leads the poet to
shun literary groups ("gangs") he
calls them, and to pursue his goal
of poetic self-expression.
Mr. Cummings was born in Cambridge, Mass., in 1894, and attended
Harvard with John Dos Passos. He
resided briefly in Paris and now
lives on the bottom floor of an old
house in a Greenwich Village alley.
For most of his years he has done
nothing but paint and write?largely poetry, with two plays and many
essays "thrown in."
His poems are a typesetter's
nightmare, including many typographical innovations and indivi- evening^

QHje 2j?tgl?to
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Vocation Aid
On Monday

2nd Annual Ice Show
Coming to McHugh

The bouncing, bruising puck
pushers will vacate the battered
On Thursday, Nov. 19, during McHugh Forum ice Sunday, Nov.
the hours from 2-4 p.m. in Fulton 22, and give it a chance to smooth
200, Rev. Francis X. Curran, S.J., its wrinkles. The corrugations will

will interview and consult with any come back that evening, but the
student who wishes to inquire about creases will be figure B's instead
any phases of vocation to the
of gouges. The Second Annual
Alumni Skating Show and Ice
Party at 8:00 P.M. will feature excellent skating by some of the
country's best proponents of the
art.
The most soothing man to travel
over the ice in some time will be
Donald Jackson. Canadian and
North American figure-skating
champion, and runner-up to world's
figure-skating champ, David Jenkins, he will be feature performer
in the show.
The show, presented by the Boston College Alumni Association,
should be attended by a large number of former graduates. Ticket
prices are $2.50 for adults and
$1.50 for students and children.
Student tickets can be purchased
from members of the Gold Key Society. The skating show provides
Curran,
S.J,
Rev. Francis X.
an excellent opportunity both for
priesthood or brotherhood in re- the students to get a glimpse into
ligious orders. Fr. Curran, who is the workings of the organization
the Director of Vocations in the to which they will belong in the
New England Province of the So- near, perhaps too near, future.
ciety of Jesus, has worked ex- ALUMNI NOTES:
Alumni officers include President
tensively with students from all
the New England States in special Joe McKenney, former All-Ameriretreats and other projects of vo- can and coach at the college; Ist
Vice President Dr. John H. Brencational research.
Jr.; 2nd Vice President
A basic tenet of his work has nan,
been to regard all students as Daniel Driscoll; Treasurer William
"gifted" students. "Christ, Our A. Ryan; and Secretary William
Lord," said Fr. Curran in a recent Sullivan, MD.
Alumni plans for the year ininterview, "has endowed each one
of us with a personalized call to clude a Laetare Communion Breaksome definite work in His planned fast in March, Golf Tournament in
economy of salvation. Hence the May, and Alumni Day on the Satstudent needs only to search and urday before Graduation.
come to discover what is the Godgiven aptitude that is awaiting
exploitation in his life."
With a background ranging
from four years as a foreign missionary in Baghdad, Iraq, to three
years in the New England States
Mr. George P. Drowne, Director
as a consultant to young men
pondering apostolic lives at home of Admissions of the Tuck Graduate
or abroad, Fr. Curran is well quali- Business School of Dartmouth Colfied to inform and advise on re- lege, will visit Boston College,
Tuesday, November 17, to interligious vocation.
view prospective candidates for the
Tuck graduate program.
Open to liberal arts majors who
have demonstrated scholastic achievements, proper motivation and
While in the Hub this week to personality development, the twopresent his first public reading of year Tuck program offers one of
prose and poetry, Sir Alec Guin- the nation's foremost graduate
nes, C.8.E., was the guest at sev- business courses.
eral functions.
Qualified students who are inSunday evening, Sir Alec at- terested in the Tuck program may
tended a reception given in honor schedule an appointment with Mr.
of the 70th birthday of Mr. Drowne through Dean McMahon's
Christopher Dawson by the History office in Gasson 106.
Department of Boston College.
His Eminence Richard Cardinal
The Junior Class Council last
Cushing received Sir Alec at his
Friday voted to open ALL their
Brighton residence Monday, NoClass Meetings. Because of exvember 9. Later in the day, he
pediency, however, students will
toured the campus and he inspected not normally be asked to enter
the Thompson Collection under the
the discussion of topics before
guidance of Rev. Terence Connolly,
the Council. It is hoped that the
S.J. Sir Alec was the luncheon
Student body will avail themguest of Rear Admiral Carl F.
opportunity,
selves
of this
Espe, USN, at the U. S. Naval which the Council feels is imShipyard, where he was piped
portant to them.
aboard the U.S.S. Constitution.

Tuck Interviews
Set for Seniors

Guinness Visits Several
Dignitaries in Boston

MEN'S WEAR
2193 C Commonwealth Ave. at Lake St.
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 9?6
Fri. open till 9:00

Special of the Week
Polished Cotton and Bedford Cord
Wash n' Wear Slacks
IVY MODEL
REGULAR $5.95
SPECIAL PRICE $4.28
Colors: Tan, Antelope, Light and Dark Olive
-

Buy

a
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couple of pair

P.S. See us FIRST when you need a tuxedo

C.B.A. Alumni Plan
Annual Reunion
Next Sunday, November fourteenth, the College of Business Administration will hold its annual
Alumni Reunion and Banquet at
Fulton and Lyons Halls.
The Reunion Committee, celebrating the twenty-first anniversary of the founding of the CBA,
has planned an enjoyable afternoon
and evening. A symposium entitled;
"The Challenge of Business Responsibility" will be held in Fulton
Hall at five o'clock. This will be
preceded by a coffee klateh held in
the same building at four. The afternoon symposium will be moderated by Martin J. Coleman, a partner in the firm of Coleman & Sons.
The panel moderated by Mr. Coleman will include Rev. John L. Collins, S.J., Chairman of the department of Financial Administration
at 8.C.; Randall Cameron, President of the Richard H. Bird Company; and Vincent A. Harrington,
Professor in the Department of
Business Law here at B.C.
The day will be climaxed by a
banquet to be held at Lyons Hall.
An informal get-together will precede the banquet. The President of
Shown at the recent School of Nursing Mother-Daughter Tea are: the University, the Very Rev. MiMiss Rita P. Kelleher, Dean; The Very Reverend Michael P. Walsh, chael P. Walsh, S.J., and the Dean
Rector; Mrs. Elmer Leary and Mary Ellen Leary, President of the of the Business School, Rev. W.
Seavey Joyce, S.J., will speak at
Freshman Class.
the banquet, Fr. Joyce's address
will concern "The Business Man;
the Power and Glory of His Profession."

JAPANESE NUN, FORMER PUPIL
MEET IN GRADUATE WORK HERE
By BEATRICE

FREE TICKETS TO THE
HOLY CROSS GAME
For the section making the
top donation in the Mite box collections of the next two weeks,
two choice tickets to the Cross
game will be raffled off. All
proceeds of the mite box col-

HANLEY

Two young Japanese women, both of whom are Boston College students, were reunited in Boston this year. Sister Saint John the Baptist
and Yutaka Kayama were reunited by the same pursuit that first
brought them together
education.
At the present moment, Sister Saint John is working for a doctorate in education at B. C. She will be the first Japanese sister of her
order to achieve such a distinction. Miss Kayama, who was a student
of Sister Saint John's at Notre Dame Seishin College in Japan, is
working on her master's degree in education at B. C.
Sister Saint John has a very interesting background. A convert to
Catholicism from Buddhism, she says that her conversion was brought
her
about "through the examples of the good sisters of St. Mour"
high school teachers,
"and because of the war." The Japanese nun
is very familiar with the tragedy of war. Her own father, an Army
general and inspector general of military education in Japan, was
assassinated with four other high government officials in 1936. Sister
St. John said, "Father was opposed to the imperialistic ideas of the
leaders of that time who wanted to start war. He was well informed
in world affairs because he had studied and spent much time abroad
and was outspoken in his opposition. He was executed Feb. 26, 1936."
For her doctor's thesis Sister Saint John plans to write on how such
sects as Buddhism, Shintoism and Confucianism predisposed her people
to war. "Shintoism, because it set up the emperor as God and the only
authority; Buddhism, because its stoicism prevented them from any
show of emotion and kept them resigned to their leaders' dictates, and
Confucianism, because it preaches one must respect authority?whether
right or wrong," Sister Saint John explained.
The courageous nun hopes some day to return to Japan to teach in
the schools maintained by her order. She feels that there is great need
for missionary work among the youth of her country.
Miss Kayama, Sister Saint John's former student, plans to return
and teach among her people also.
?

lections aid in sending volunteer
students to some Jesuit mission
each year. Last August three
B. C. grads were sent to Jamaica
for a year with the lay apostolate.

?

?

.

.

.

Father Bezuszka

(Continued from Page 1)
grade. However, most of the work
is being concentrated on the eighth
grade and high school, for which
there is a four-year course planned
including Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, some Analytic Geometry
and, in senior year, Calculus. This
would also have its influence on
College Math courses.

The course is not solely planned
for extra-bright students, though

there are problems in it that will
challenge the smartest.
As a matter of fact it has been
shown that the slower students in
traditional math, often excel when
introduced to the concepts of modern math, leaving their usual su-

periors far

behind.

As for the teachers, Fr. Bezuszka feels that they are worthy of
much praise. "They give up free
time to go see the foundation of
their mathematical training crumble under them. But for those who
survive the great metamorphosis,
a treat lies in store. A newer, more
interesting math is here."
This whole program is in existence thanks to the Nat. Science
Foundation, the students, and the
teachers, Fr. Bezuszka says "We
are indebted to a large extent to
cooperation in the experimental
program in schools to Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Timothy O'Leary, Archdiosesan Superintendent of Schools."
But let us not forget the man who
keeps the whole thing going, Fr.
Bezuszka himself.

1960
1961

Seniors
Juniors
NOW

! ! !

ESPECIALLY NOW

Seniors

Juniors

C.B.A. FRESHMEN:
Nomination Papers
Available Monday
.

.

.

Campus Council

(Continued from Page 1)
A Student Speaker Bureau is
planned. This group will represent
B. C. at high school and church
events such as debating clubs and

communion breakfasts.
4.) Alumni Relations
The work of last year's Council
is being continued. Seniors will become acquainted with the alumni
organizations toward the end of
the second semester.
5.) Spiritual Aims
The student senates co-ordinated
by the Campus Council have, for
the first time in the history of
Boston College, brought a Christmas crib on campus.
6.) A Campus Council Award
will be given to an outstanding
faculty member.
7.) A Campus Council Award
will be given to an outstanding
alumnus.
8.) Mixer Dances
Throughout the year, when an
occasion arises, there will be
mixers.
9.) Various Committees
Committees will be set up to aid
in certain events which the council
sponsors.

Wanted: B. C. students
to wear our Tuxedos at all

their formal affairs.
BROOKLINE FORMAL WEAR
392 Harvard St., Brookline
AS 7-1312

!!!

Don't wait?see all of the new and original ideas added to
your official college ring with No Price Increase.
All the suggestions and requests of previous classes are now
part of the 1960 and 1961 design. See your campus reps for
placing orders!!
1960
1961
C.B.A. Robert Derba
C.B.A. Joseph R. Carty
A& S Kevin Donoghue
C.B.A. Paul Cunningham
A& S George T. Dunne

MURCHISON CO.

Frank A. Fowler, "The College Ring Man"
27 School St., Boston 8, Mass., Richmond 2-0161

TERRANOVA BROS.
Barber Shop
372 Washington St.
Brighton Center
CREW-CUTS AND
FLATTOPS OUR
SPECIALTY
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Testing Dept. Able To
Predict Student Standing

Thompsentennial
Held This Week
A gold plaque commemorating the
centenary of the birth of poet
Francis Thompson will be unveiled

Sunday afternoon, November 15th,
in the Francis Thompson Room of
the Boston College Library by Rev.
Terence L. Connolly, S.J., Librarian of Special Collections, at a
private viewing of Thompsoniana
for the Friends of the Library. The
plaque, by the renowned sculptor,
Allison Macomber, is a gift of the
Friends of the Library.
On exhibit at this time will be
significant manuscripts of Thompson's poetry, including the original

"Hound of Heaven". The exhibit

By JACK SWEENEY
Dr. John J. Walsh, director of only corrects tests which the
the Office of Testing Services, can schools have administered to their
predict with 90% accuracy the own pupils. It the second method
June academic standing of two out the Testing Service assumes comof three students at Boston Col- plete responsibility for the entire
lege!
testing process. The staff adminisDr. Walsh bases his predictions ters the test itself as well as supsolely on the results of the stu- plying the test booklets. IBM
dent's College Boards and his pencils, and a complete machine
standing in his high school class. scoring service. These tests have
"And in 99 out of 100 we can pre- been used with great success in
dict the standing within twelve such communities
as
Milford,
percent said Dr. Walsh.
Shrewsbury and Palmer as well as
The department offers a com- in the Greater Boston area.
The fees for the tests vary acplete testing program for any individual who wishes to obtain a cording to their intensity. They
more complete knowledge of his range from a cost to the outside
intellectual endowment, aptitudes, school of $.05 for student for the
and various dimensions of person- school-administered type of group
ality. This information, of course, exam to $50 per person for the 9HAPPY BlRTHDAY?Distinguished guests pay respects at Boston
is often desirable in connection hour individual, psychometric asCollege on 70th birthday observance for Christopher Dawson, Stillman
with critical decisions regarding sessment.
Catholic
Studies
Left
Divinity
Professor of Roman
at Harvard
School.
and vocational choices.
educational
The Boston College Office of
University;
Prof.
to right are Dr. Nathan M. Pusey, President, Harvard
With such concise signposts, the Testing Services has been made
Dawson, Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President, Boston College,

will later be open to the public
until December Ist.
Also, in conjunction with the
Thompson centennial, The Real
Robert Louis Stevenson and Other
Critical Essays by Francis Thompson, a volume of prose newly identified from sources in the Boston
College Thompson Collection, will
be published November 13th. The
volume is edited by Father Constudent is given every possible help
and host at the affair, and Sir Alec Guinness, Oscar-winning cinema on the journey
nolly.
to knowledge.
College
at
the
Boston
Series.
star who was lecturer
Humanities
This testing service is made
available to public and private
schools and institutions throughout
the archdiocese in one of two ways.
In the first plan the department
to
at

Irish History
To be Aired

Under the direction of Reverend
Martin Harney, S.J., the Blessed

Oliver Plunkett Society initiated
an Irish History survey group last

week. The group plans detailed
study and discussion of important
steps in Irish history.
After the discussion, Paul Donlan, CBA '60, instructed the members of the society in a few of the
basic steps of Irish Folk Dancing.
The Program Committee, comprised of Bill Garey, Tom McCormack, both of CBA, Sue Birmingham, Eileen Tobin, Maria Plunkett
and Frances Tamey of the School
of Ed. and Frank Garrepy of A&S
outlined the tentative schedule for
the year. Highlighting the plans
is a visit by the Irish Consulate in
Boston to the Society. Several
films which give a clear insight
into Irish home life and countryside will be offered.

J. J. Muffin Stars At
Tonight's B. U. Rally
A whole week's enthusiasm is
snowballing down on Roberts Center tonight for the mammoth BU
Football Rally. As well as the
priceless features proclaimed in
last week's HEIGHTS, there will
also be the special added attraction
of a bevy of pulchritudinous girl
cheerleaders. They have guaranteed the Treasurer of the AA, on a
moneyback basis, that the spirit of
the undergraduates will know no

bounds.

The enormous pre-rally parade,
described in glowing terms last
week, has grown since then beyond all conceivable proportions.
Now, as well as our band of euphonious renown, there will be not
one, but two convertibles. In addition to the 1960 pink Cadillac, J. J.
Muffin has pledged the presence
of his roomy '53 fire-engine red,
double-barrel carburetor Volkswagen. Numerous campus notables
have promised to lend their ineffable presences to the gathering,
and all in all the rally promises to
be a social occasion rivaled only
remotely by the Military Ball. The
newly elected class officers will be
there to greet their many friends
and supporters. A delegation is
being sent from that epitome of
all-collegiate excellence, the Stylus,
Boston College's pseudo-literary
publication. This will be a rally
you won't be able to afford to miss.
All the best people will be there?

N.E. Tel. and Tel. Co.
Obsolete and Defund V.P. Speak C.B.A.
Management Dept.

It was recently announced that
the title "Marketing Department,"
in the College of Business Administration, was changed to the "DisDepartManagement
tribution
ment" to express more correctly
the over-all purpose and intent of
this area of concentration.
The segment of the economy covered in this field has become the
most dynamic of the various divisions of Business Management and
is now confronting administrators
with their most difficult problems.
This field is also especially difficult for management because of
the present lack of personnel scientifically qualified to cope adequately with this relatively new
phase of business development.
This department is a fast-growing
major not just here at Boston College but at other universities and
colleges throughout the country.
The combination of these and
other forces has made it imperative
that all courses and course content
offered by this department be under constant examination so that
unnecessary duplications and outdated material can be replaced by
newer and more pertinent matter.
As a result of this cause-andeffect relationship, the departmental objectives have also been
re-examined and rewritten to mirror accurately its present policy.
The general objectives of this area
of concentration are the following:
"to present a managerial approach
in the area of Distribution Marketing by fitting course material
around the principles of planning,
organization, coordination and control of Distribution Management
strategy and pointing out the main
areas where decisions are required.
To set forth the chief policy alternates by analyzing case studies so
as to develop managerial skills in
using the several tools of the College of Business Administration."

On Thursday evening, November
nineteenth, Mr. Albert C. Palmer,
Vice-President of Operations for
the New Enlgand Tel. & Tel. Co.,
will be guest of the Executive
Seminar Group of the C.B.A. Honors Program at their first dinner
of the college year.
Mr. Palmer is a member of the
class of 1930 from Colby College,
where he was a Phi Betta Kappa.
Immediately following graduation,
he joined the New England Tel.
& Tel.
Co.'s Commercial Department. Palmer soon rose to Traffic
Manager in the Springfield and
Lowell areas. His progress was
constant until finally in 1947 he
rose to General Traffic Supervisor.
In October of 1954, Mr. Palmer
was promoted to Assistant Vice
President in charge of Personnel
and finally in 1956 to full Vice
President of the same department.
The Executive Seminar was established for the purpose of helping students to form a better
picture of just what makes an executive. The students have the opportunity to speak in an informal
atmosphere with the various topranking executives who are invited
to the seminar and are free to ask
questions concerning leadership and
getting ahead in the business

Col. of Business Administration
Inaugurates Series of Discussions
On Monday evening, the C.B.A.
Honors Program Group will initiate
its series of forums. Guest of the
evening will be Mr. Robert Ciquilette, Vice President of the Overseas Division of Dewey and Almy
Co., who will participate in a discussion on the topic of "Foreign

world.

This group plans three more
such affairs before the college year
closes. The first dinner of this type
was held late in the second semester of last year and was hailed by
all as a great success. At that time
the guest was Mr. Nicholas DuChemin, a vice-president of the
General Electric Company.
The evening's activities will
begin with the customary dinner
at 6:30, after which the seminar
group will adjourn to a conference
room for the discussions. All activity will be held in Alumni Hall.

available to an ever-increasing
number of schools an inexpensive
and practical key to their students'
minds and have made available the
best vocational testing methods
possible to those who are on the
verge of their life's decision.

Robert Ciquilette

velop to the utmost

an imaginative,
intellectually curious and resourceful mind through a series of challenging programs beginning in his
sophomore year. The Program
stresses individual development to
the greatest extent possible in fostering self-expression, poise, a
wider range of knowledge, and the
acquisition of basic analytical tools
essential to the successful business
executive.
By means of colloquia, independent work and investigations, seminars and discussions with successful businessmen, the College of
Business Administration, a nationwide leader in the introduction of
special programs for the better
student in professional schools,
stresses in its Honors Program the
highest standards of professional
competency with the requisite
breadth of background necessary
for decision making in the business
world, thus laying the groundwork
which will enable the individual
student to develop his full potential
in the years that follow.
The content of the Honors Program is based on the objectives of
the College of Business Administration and the relative progress
of its students in the accomplishment of that objective. The program falls into six major parts to
be accomplished over a three year
period.
The Program is administered by
Director
and an Honors Council
a
composed of several members of the
faculty of the College of Business

Investment of U.S. Firms in Relation to the Common Market."
Chairman for the panel will be
Edward Powers, C.8.A., senior in
finance. The panel will include
James Tonra, Joel O'Brien and
Steven Sullivan, seniors in the College of Business Administration.
The discussion will be opened to
questions from the floor.
The Honors Program at the College of Business Administration
has been established to afford the
better student an opportunity to de- Administration.

f\e3eri/oir

Report on WPRO
Script Contest

A report on the WPRO TV-script
contest which ends the first of the
year was made at the Creative
Writers Workshop, Nov. 11, at 4
P.M. in Lyons 322. Members discussed differences between theater
and television presentation, and
alternative ways of preparing
manuscripts for an hour-long
you?
will
program. After one production on
Admission to Roberts Center, WPRO-TV, winning scripts will be
good for yourself and a guest, is forwarded to the
CBS network; all
by AA stub.
subsequent productions will be at
the author's discretion, and royalties will be considered separate
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen will
from prizes.
speak on the BC campus December 13. His appearance is being
sponsored by the Philomathia
EXPERT "IBM" TYPIST
Club, and Mrs. Vincent P. RobHave your typing assignments transcribed by a
promises
special
professional
studentand qualified thesis typist on
erts
"IBM" Electric "Prestige" Pica typewriter.
rate tickets.
Ph.D's, Master's and Honors theses; term
papers, reports, manuscripts and briefs
Watch for further announceaccurately and attractively typed.
?
ment of details in the HEIGHTS.
Blgelow 4-6667
Phone: BERTHA MINTZ

WORLD'S FINEST

Delicious Home-Cooked
Dinners 95^

DIXIELAND

?

1939 Beacon St.
Cleveland Circle
LO 6-9493

(Tues. thru Sun. Nites)

And featuring world famous
Budweiser Beer on Tap

JAZZ VILLAGE

at

HOTEL BUCKMINSTER
KENMORE SQUARE
featuring

Exclusively for the College Crowd
The Perfect Rendezvous for College Students

Hotel BEACONSFIELD Every Friday
Hotel SOMERSET Every Saturday

MEL DORFMAN
and his famous
ALL STAR JAZZ BAND

-

-

Stag $1.25

Couples $1.90

(no cover

no min.)
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TOWER TO TOWN

SECOND BALCONY

By JACK McNEALY and BRENDA CROWLEY

B. U. CELEBRATION
Tonight at 7:30 the Gold Key presents an extravagant Rally preparatory to tomorrow's encounter with Boston University. It will be
held at 8 P.M. in Roberts Center. Admission will be by presentation of
the B. U. Rally stub in your A.A. book. The rally will be preceded by
a parade to Roberts Center.
After the game tomorrow, the annual B.U. Victory Dance will be
held at the Staler Hilton Hotel in downtown Boston. It is sponsored
by the Junior Class; music will be provided by Freddy Guerra and his
Orchestra. Admission is $3.50 per couple.
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Hayden Hall on the B.U. campus $1.25 per person.
On the collegiate dramatic scene, reserve either next Friday or Saturday evening (or both) for the fall production of the Boston College
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO Dramatic Society. This season's first offering will be Shakespeare's
BOSTON
420 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Henry IV. Tickets for $1.00 may be purchased any time this week in
Room 108 of the SAB or from any member of the Dramatic Society.
It has been reliably heard that Mr. J. J. Muffin will be present at both
performances.
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Sunday night the Ford Forum presents Dr. Edward Teller who will
discuss "Atoms for Peace."
Tickets without charge can be obtained for the Masterplayers of
Lugano, a long awaited Chamber Orchestra Concert, Nov. 19th, at 8:30
in Jordan Hall.
In a lighter vein, the SPEBSQSA presents the 11th annual Barber
Shop Quartets at Symphony Hall, November 21st, at 8:00 P.M.
CONGRATULATIONS
to BCers
Eleanor Downey (ED'6O) upon her engagement to
Arthur Madden (CBA '59).
.
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THE CRITICAL
PERIOD

LOOK AHEAD
to the big Holy Cross game and buy your "Beat Holy Cross" stickers
today
Seniors, don't forget the Senior Ball (semi-formal) at the Sidney
Hills Country Club, Dec. 11th, with Ruby Newman's number one OrWithin the past five years at Boston College, we chestra providing the music.
have witnessed an unparallelled growth in the
physical plant of the University. And as we approach
the centenary year, there is an urgency expressed
from many quarters for a change in the name of the
university. There is much to be said for a plan that
would signify the proper status of the university.
The tremendous response to Dr. Dooley's speech a week ago on the
What deserves closer examination, however, is
the less spectacular but more solid achievements in part of the student body deserves congratulation. There is no doubt
the academic field. We may point to the initiation that Dr. Dooley left an enduring impression upon his audience, and
of the various honors programs, and, more im- this is well evidenced by the generous donation of 410
dollars given by
portant, the strengthening of the faculty by the the audience for the Doctor's cause. We have
many great men of
seen
addition of new and highly qualified professors, various backgrounds visit our campus to deliver
lectures, but for this
many of whom are recognized authorities in their
reason it is particularly gratifying to see that a man of Dr. Dooley's
field. It took courage to initiate these programs,
since they clearly violate the traditional red-blooded calibre was received with such spirit.
The Sodalities of the campus would like to thank those who atconcept of low-standard egalitarianism.
These two achievements, although they form a tended the lecture for their encouraging response, as well as the
sturdy basis for future academic growth, are no just Heights for its excellent coverage.
cause for the university to adopt a Pollyana attitude;
Thank You,
the critical period lies ahead.
THOMAS F. GALVIN,
By 1963, Boston College will be THE national
Prefect of Sodality.
Catholic university; this is the common goal of us
all. It is necessary to remember, however, that a words, "prestige" comes from the Latin praestigium "an illusion, a
university has perpetual goals. Boston College is deception", while "respect", also derived from the Latin, means "the
now entering an era of self-conscious adolescence thing plainly seen."
and in this critical period our goals must be kept
But what are our academic plans that can "plainly be seen?" Are
ever in mind.
we preparing to grapple with twentieth-century problems or are we still
Adolescents, we are told, strive for recognition. turning seventeenth century
a
windmill of education?
It is not surprising, therefore, that we are pleased
We have no doubt that University officials have long considered
when NBC televises one of our football games or
when the New York Times favorably mentions Bos- the establishment of new schools and departments. We hope that this
ton College. We seem to be searching for prestige. list includes such schools and departments as city planning and public
But there is something more solid than prestige, administration, as well as medical and engineering schools. The unisomething called respect.
versity must prepare itself to face modern problems, the solution of
If anyone is interested in the etymology of the which require the leadership of the academic community.
.
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and lessening world tensions.
The Celtics take on the St. Louis Hawks tomorrow night at the
As a gesture of love for His Holiness, the stuGarden
and the Bruins will take over on Sunday night in an attempt
dents of Boston College have decided on this occasion
high-flying Montreal Canadiens.
to send Pope John a spiritual bouquet as a birthday to once again depose the
greeting.
AT THE THEATER
We might suggest that this contain not only
Eartha Kitt stars in Jolly's Progress, a play about a scandal in a
Masses, Communions, Rosaries, etc., but also the
Southern town, now at the Wilbur. . . Henry Fonda and Barbara Bel
Corporal Works of Mercy which Pope John has
put you in the holiday mood when they open Monday night
stressed as a true Christian means of aiding our Geddes will
in
Silent Night, Lonely Night at the Colonial.
Visiting
fellow man.
the sick offers no problem.
Plan now for Janet Gaynor's stage debut in Midnight Sun opening
Feeding the hungry, clothing the naked and giving
Or for Ginger Rogers in Pink Jungle
drink to the thirsty are not as impossible to fulfill at the Wilbur, November 24th
the
Shubert
December
opening,
at
3rd.
modern
of
welfare
as
one
age
might
in this
the
state
If you are having difficulties obtaining tickets to any of these
think. Contributions, whether they be monetary,
food or clothing, to the St. Vincent de Paul Society events, call Burke's Ticket Agency in the Parker House Lobby. They
or the annual Bishop's Relief Appeal, which is will be very glad to help you.
coming up in the near future, will fulfill these three.
Comforting the afflicted may be accomplished by AT THE MOVIES
My Uncle starring Jacques Tati is at the Brattle this weekend .
a few hours with the handicapped or by giving solace
to those with problems. Likewise, burying the dead and Paul Muni stars in the wonderful The Last Angry Men at the Kenmay be carried out by prayers for departed ac- more . . and don't miss the English satire, The Mouse Roared at the
quaintances and offering consolation to their loved Exeter.
Members of the Sodalities on campus have volunteered their time for next Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday to accept individual contributions to the
spiritual bouquet in the foyer of Lyons Hall.
Later next week it will be flown to Rome and
delivered to the Vatican by a Boston College faculty
member, Rev. Edward H. Nowlan, S.J.
This is indeed a fitting way for Boston College
students to display a close union with and love for
the shepherd of Christ's flock on earth.

Jolly's Progress

"Jolly's Progress", which could be titled "Henry
the Slave Girl", is about the most incongruous play to arrive on the Boston scene in quite
a while. It seems as if author Lonnie Coleman thought
that if he combined ideas from "Pygmalion" and
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" he'd have a great play. He
doesn't, but he surely has an arresting one. The play
is laid in the South, and it has every stock character
This Sunday evening at 8:15 the Emmanuel College Players per- from the fluttery Southern belle, and the fire-andform Murder in a Nunnery at the School Hall. Many B.C. favorites will brimstone minister to the Ku Klux Klan. At times
be seen in the cast . . Make your initial plans now for the premiere it seems to be delivering so many messages it's hard
performance of M. Corkery's brother who has just received a new violin.
to see the forest for the themes.

The twenty-fifth of November marks the 78th
birthday of the Vicar of Christ on Earth, Pope John
XXIII. Within his first year as spiritual leader of
some four hundred million Catholics, he has made a
great advancement toward unifying all Christians SPORTS

ones.

By PETER DEE
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To The Students

The play opens in a railway station in Pluma,
Alabama. A wild Negro girl of sixteen is being sent
out of town by an irate guardian; she caught the
little gal with her husband. The lost intellectual, who
is wasting his sweetness on the southern air, enters,
and, while he reminisces with the embattled belle, the
little girl runs away. Naturally, she turns up at his
house, a mansion so southern that if Scarlett O'Hara
and Tennessee Williams appeared on its great columned balcony together, one wouldn't be the least bit

surprised.
The man is taken by this wild sprite, and decides
to educate her because it's so obvious to him (though
not to the audience) that beneath her mud and rebellion there is a brilliant mind. For the next two
hours, this idealistic man fights scandal, prejudice, a
dedicated schoolmarm, himself, the script, and Eartha
Kitt, the most appealing scene-stealer since Shirley
Temple.

However, even Miss Kitt's electric histrionics cannot hide the fact that this play needs some judicious
fixing-up, or when it gets to New York "Jolly" won't
make much progress. The first act is good enough
and moves fast. It has some excellent comedy work
in it and builds to such a point of interest that it
seems as if a good night of theatre is insured. The
next two acts refute this. The second act is the most
faulty one. Here the author realizes it's time to say
something, and as he can't think exactly what, he
starts to say too much. He solves one problem in the
middle of the act and starts another that carries on
to the end. The issue of prejudice is deserted, more
or less, with such unsatisfactory, B-movie solutions
that the play suffers a loss of effectiveness from
which it never recovers. It goes on to investigate the
unsuspenseful question of whether the girl will go on
to further schooling or stay with the man who has led
her from darkness in more ways than one.
It is these hesitancies in sticking to a direct theme
that hurt this play. Every time it is about to make a
point it backs down and introduces something new.
The most noticeable effect of this technique, whether
intentional or not, is a feeling of being with the
characters in this play for a long time. One gets such
a rounded exposition of the people that they do attain
a life of their own, and their more personal thoughts
mean something when they are exposed.

This is perhaps the most difficult thing to accomplish in playwriting, and as the author has succeeded in doing it with such a familiar-type story, his
future bears watching, especially when he presents
an original play and not a composite of many old ones.
The lighting and set designs in this play are extremely effective and sometimes more dominating
than the story itself. The acting is well-drawn and
flamboyant. Wendell Corey does extremely well in
a part that sometimes gives him more corn than meat.
Eartha Kitt, as Jolly, though never really right in
her portrayal of the young girl, captivates through a
tremendous personality. Anne Revere, as the school
teacher who also helps Jolly, gets some of the play's
best lines, and she makes the most of them.
Yet, in the end, when Jolly is going off to school
and presumably a better life, while the man who
helped her remains in the town to defy the Southerners whose traditions he has broken, one doesn't feel
that he's encountered any great action in life but
rather, only a tempest in a mint julep.
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...Dr Give me Death

By THOM HART (A&S Junior
now at the University of Vienna)

their keep. The problem for the
Austrians is that there are so
many foreign students flooding all
the classes and activties.
And in line with this, there are
those who held that the two-day
student strike was an outgrowth
of this discontent, and chiefly a protest against the presence of so
great a number of foreign students
here, especially the Arabs. This is
an exaggerated
position. Sure,
some student discontent might find
a focus in the appropriations issue,

Almost all of the students took
one as they rushed into the main
building of the University of Vienna for their Friday morning
classes. They were yellow, about
the size of a textbook page, and
thin. A gray October wind made
them crackle distinctly as the boys
handed them out; it also made it
difficult to read the fine red printing. But no matter how much the
paper blew, the bold red letters in especially as regards dormitories.
the middle could not be mistaken: For there is a definite housing
STRIKE.
problem in the neighborhood of the
On the following Monday and University, and the influx of so
Tuesday, October 19 and 20, stu- many outsiders, Arabs or no, has
dents in all the universities in hardly eased the problem. And yet,
Austria boycotted their classes. I think it quite rash to say that
The little yellow leaflets had done such considerations caused all, or
their work.
even more than a negligible amount
The issue of the strike was fairly of the support behind the little
simple on the surface. The Central yellow sheets. For one thing, the
Committee for the Organization of strike was too widespread. But beAustrian University Students was yond that, the discontent of the
demanding of the government a Austrian students is nowhere near
larger appropriation of funds for such proportions.
education. Specifically, this meant
Three days after the strike I
money for research and laboratory was handed another leaflet at the
facilities, for scholarships and University door. This one was
grants, and for the construction of white, and the print plain black. It
By no read:: "The battle .
more modern buildings.
was sucmeans mere local problems!
cessful! It is true that our demands
However, there was a further are not yet completely filled, but
problem, one local to Vienna, one we will not rest quiet until all,
not mentioned on the little yellow down to the last groschen, is paid."
It was not a complete success.
sheets. You see, the University of
Vienna, so complete in its many True, the strike affected a raise of
schools and departments, and offer- $1,800,000 in the appropriations for
ing so much culturally as well as education. But as one Austrian
scholastically, stands at the middle noted, this is far short of the
of a circle. Students from the north demand and need.
come here; students from the
Neverthless, the strike, even if
south. For instance, there are not completely so, was in large
8,000 Arab students here. And measure a success. The students all
Vienna has become the geographic over Austria made a strong showcenter of so many radii, that there ing of their solidarity, and made a
are now nearly as many foreign good start at ultimately getting
students at the University as na- what they demand. It was a forthtive Austrians.
right action by free men and
This has caused some discontent women. It's good to see such acamong the Austrian student body. tions anywhere. But all the more
For even though the tuition for so here in Austria, in Vienna,
foreigners is four or five times which only a few years ago was
what it is for natives, it is still not under the thumb of Communism
very much (about $50 per semes- and Soviet Russia. There were no
ter), and certainly doesn't pay little yellow leaflets then.
.
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CHEATING AT B.C.

Once again the annual collegiate
equivalent of the caste system has
invaded our otherwise democratic
campus. Witness the daily scene in
the eastern sector of Welch Hall
(also known as the Caf).
At any given time of day, and
sometimes night, a score or more
of
otherwise normal-appearing
sophomores and juniors can be
seen, notebook in hand, awaiting
the bid of a frater supremus to
perform some menial task for the
pleasure and edification of the assembled brethren. These tasks
range anywhere from securing a
bag of potato chips to washing

To the Editors:
With all the clubs, academies,
and societies on campus, it is difficult to find fault with the program
of extra-curricular activities here
at the Heights. I want however, to
voice disappointment over the evident abandonment of the Boston
College Chess Club.
The first quarter of the school
year has now gone by, and during
those three months I saw no mention on any of the schools' bulletin
boards, concerning the club or its
meetings. I, therefore, concluded
that it was abolished. If this is not
true, would you please explain the
lack of notices given to the students regarding the Chess Club?
I know there are others who
would help make the club the successful campus activity it should
be.
Yours truly,
William J. Grant
CBA '61

by Anthony Thomas Arlotto

IS A PUZZLEMENT
While in general adhering to the How can a college which professes
principle of not airing our private itself Catholic ignore or condone
scandals in public, THE HEIGHTS such practices?
feels that the following problem is
Whether or not an honor system

they're only hurting themselves;
peculiar to Boston College, and would remedy this situation is not and three, he doesn't care whether
that the only way to solve it is to the point of our discussion. Al- anyone cheats or not. The first atbring it out into the open, where it though Boston College is not on an titude, while it might be the ideal,
can be discussed, and where soluhonor system, students should have is for the great majority of cases,
tions can be sought through the that minimal amount of decency naive; the second may be true in
cooperation of the administration, which, if it doesn't prevent their the long run, but here and now
faculty, and the students.
sinning in public, at least prevents cheaters are hurting the reputaDuring our time here, there have their bragging about it. To com- tion of Boston College and cheapbeen incidents like last year's plete the pitiful situation, the ening its grades and degrees. As
Junior Show, which was appalling
and hardly flitting in the spirit of
any human society, much less a
Catholic College.
Such
public
scandals, fortunately, are fairly
rare. However, there is one other
sickness consistently prevalent at
Boston College and, from what we
hear, at many other American universities. We are speaking about
cheating, especially in the final
examinations.
It is not a case of the occasional
desperate individual who breaks
into an office and steals an exam.
Such a person is probably incorrigible. Yet the appalling scandal
remains that the "index card set"
and others who make a habit of
cheating, or rather, lying their way
through college are openly accepted by the rest of the student body.
Furthermore, it would appear,
from the persistent lack of effective measures to check them, that
such practices are condoned by the
of
faculty and administration
Boston College.
If nothing else can be said about
cheating, it is a lie, and therefore
sinful. In many courses where
grades are of necessity scaled, the
additional wrong of injustice to
one's fellow students is involved.

other students, honest or otherwise,
accept these facts in stride. Such
a picture is not pretty, and if
pressed to the point, anyone would
have to admit that B.C. is sick
indeed if it refuses even to face,
much less root out, this public

far as the third attitude goes; it

students involved in the practice of
cheating, present conditions at
B.C. make one wonder whether the
faculty or administration, who certainly are aware of the problem,
really care anything about it. First
of all, quite often only one professor is assigned to proctor an
examination of eighty or more students. And the sad but natural
fact is that such professors have
only two eyes. Thus, we fail to see
how the administration can seriously expect a proctor to watch
carefully all the students taking a
given exam.
Even granted the fact that a
professor has a reasonable number of students to supervise, we
wonder how well he does this while
reading a newspaper or book (in
some cases it's a breviary) and
sometimes going out for a walk.
There are, as far as we can see,
three possible attitudes on the part

Boston College, which is not on an
honor system, is currently and almost ostentatiously a haven for
cheaters, and the administration
does not seem to do anything about
it. Perhaps we can look to some
other schools for information on
how to cope with the problem. In
places where there is no honor
system, the student is not given a
chance to cheat
there are two
proctors in every room walking up
and down the aisles. It's easy to
watch one professor with one eye,
and another's paper with the other,
but when there are two professors,
the situation is more complicated.
Or else, one proctor in the back of
the room is worth three in the
front.
Certainly, the attitude of the
student body is in need of radical
change, but attitudes change only
gradually. The administration,
however, can strengthen and enforce a new policy immediately.
There is no need for the present
scandal to continue any longer.

spiration. For example, all of you

was seen to question certainly have noticed that recentone of these recruits, er, pledges ly men's clothing has been introrecently in the foyer of Lyons duced to the "Continental" style,
replete with bowler and umbrella.
Hall. However, in response to all
What is there, then, about the
his questions the only reply was peculiar American mentality that
"No, please don't ask me that, I'll causes it to forage far afield for
The exact purpose of this entire lose my notebook." A strange and guidance not only in optical equipment, timekeeping instruments, and
process is still somewhat vague curious lot!
many other commodities of a generally technical but also of a popularly useful nature ?
At first notice, it may seem that
we suffer from a typical American

Praise For Brooks
To the Editor:
I was quite happy to read that
Brooks Van Etten realizes his
shortcomings in reviewing. It took
a great deal of courage and intestinal fortitude to accept my criticism with so much humility and
equanimity. Naturally a reviewer
will hold to his opinions regardless
of "trips to the woodsheds" of
another critic. A review is merely
one man's opinion, not a gauge of
the majority's enjoyment. The
critic, therefore, must hold to his
belief, even if the public might
prove him wrong. I cannot stress
vigorously enough that a review is
only a singular reaction, albeit the
reaction of a trained eye. Mr. Van
Etten, I believe, still holds to his
opinion. Fine, that is the way it

should be. He holds that Mary Martin makes the show; I disagree.
Miss Martin is a bit too old to play
the baroness and should seek roles
more fitting to her age. She relies
much too heavily on the "Mary
Martin charm" to make her part
convincing.

I would like to see how much
good my criticism has done Mr.
Van Etten. So I would like to read
another of his reviews in the near
future.
I am still quite anxious to discover the identity of Mr. Van

tell the class explicitly. By leaving

?

MANIA FOR IMPORTS

An outsider

Letters

the professor wishes to give an
open-book examination, he should

an examination room, the proctor
penalizes only those souls who
feel it is a closed-book exam and
scandal.
who refuse to cheat.
Here, then, is the situation.
Without in any way exculpating

cars and shining shoes. Depending and nebulous to the uninitiated
By WILLIAM DOYLE
upon the importance of the task, outsider. Various theories are adThis past Sunday, as I was perthe lucky youth is awarded a pres- vanced, such as tradition, esprit de using the garden section of my
cribed number of autographs to corps, and the like. However, the newspaper, I was impressed by the
put in his notebook or paste on his real reason is something far more high incidence of offers of "Imported Tree Peonies" and "Imported
bedroom wall for future contempla- important, closely akin in nature Dutch Tulip Bulbs." Among the
tion.
to a national secret, whose revela- clothing ads there was an astonThese youngsters, known in the tion could cause ultimate chaos, ishing number of attractive descriptions
of garments actually
vernacular as "pledges," are easily and which members must retain
imported as well as of foreign ineven unto death.

distinguished by the vari-oolored
ribbons waving gaily from a buttonhole. Rumor has it that these
ribbons are even worn to bed. This,
of course, is done as a matter of
preference, rather than of obligation.

of the professor: one, he feels that
no one in this class will cheat; two,
he feels that some may cheat, but

not

COLLEGIATE CASTES
By JACK McNEALY

5

think it .is essential to realize that
the problem which concerns us is
one between the German peasant
worker and his American factory
counterpart. This is why John Doe
and company keep the board of the
Leica Corporation driving their
Cadillacs and drinking American
whiskey.
Now here is the crux of the
problem: is a foreign product apt
to prove a better buy than a domestically produced one ? Is a Volkswagen better than a small American automobile? Is a Telefunken
better than an RCA Victor? Does
an English mill produce a better
tweed than a Maine mill ? I don't
think so. In fact, I think that
seldom are they equally as good.
But this is the point. The American
consumer sees two relatively expensive articles, one priced at $50,

the other, the American one, at $60.

Immediately he assumes that they
are equally as good, and that bemalady, the inferiority complex. cause poor Hans doesn't know any
better, he can pick up a good buy
But I think the reverse is true.
Paradoxical as it may seem, and save ten dollars. Two months
Americans feel so superior to later, when he has to send to BreEuropean craftsmen that we are merhaven for a replacement part,
convinced that they do better work to the tune of that same ten dollars, he muses that by now he'd
than we do.
have paid just as much if
probably
may
sound,
and
Chestertonian it
not
more
in repairs on the $60
true it is. We all know the concept of Hans sitting in his hut in American job. This is not to imply
is,
the Black Forest, producing three that European workmanship
masterful wooden coo-coo clocks after all, inferior, but merely to
every year, and who is ecstatically throw light on the generally spahappy with a few hundred a year cious train of American thought.
As I said, the American is confor beer and pretzels ? Strangely,
vinced that even in this age of
even though Hans is still poor as price
standardization, a fifty-dollar
a churchmouse, he possesses manEuropean article will be better
ual and technical skill, if not insixty-dollar American one.
by few other than a

ventiveness, rivaled

peoples. The Black Forest, apparently, will allow light to pass out,
but not in. It is the cause and
Etten. He is not Mary Martin's result of many things, but it
husband, that's true, but could he definitely keeps its inhabitants in
be the brother of Mrs. Richard the dark. You may now object that
Halliday
many of the most brilliant scienSincerely yours,
tific achievements in history have
been made by Europeans, but I
Larry Gleason

The purpose of this report is
not to propose remedies, but simply to clarify the controversy and
perhaps throw light on some of
its foundations. It is an unfortunate
situation, but friendliness
among nations precludes action on
it. Our conclusion is that it is a
necessary evil.
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BOSTON COLLEGE GRID STATISTICS
(Seven Games)

Player

EYAGLS

Waldron

Keresey
G. Heggie
Hogan
Moretti

Perreault
Robinson

Sullivan
Robotti
Casey
J. Heggie
Dyer
O'Hanley

VanCott
Amabile
By PHIL LANGAN?Sports Editor
Player
During the past few breaths of the now deceased Boston NewsTosi
papers, the name of Eddie Erdalatz was a constant item.
Robinson
"The next Boston College coach," stated one prophetic tabloid,

"will be Eddie Erdalatz." Other journals proceeded along the same
road, and rang the death knell of Mike Holovak.
ERDALATZ COMING?
Last Saturday, scattered reports located the afore-mentioned
Erdalatz in sundry sections of Alumni Stadium. The appearance of
such a "big" name excited critical undergraduates and hungry alumni
to such a pitch, they were imagining, engaging, and, to them, happy
thoughts. Thoughts of a Big Time football school, with bowl games,
undefeated teams, and All Americans; and the secondary matter of

education.
Mike Holovak has not suited the

Hogan

Sullivan
Sikorski
T. Casey
Eisenhauer

Robotti

Gill
Kirouac
Dyer

Perreault

RUSHING
TC NGain
1
15
3
FB
20
2
HB
10
HB
52
249

FB

HB
HB
HB
FB

HB
QB
HB

QB
QB
QB

26
10
20

27
65
18
6
2
3
19
21

-3.3
-4.5

Yds.

TD

14
150
13
222
10
146
8
102
7
114
7
74
6
114
6
68
4
116
4
96
4
77
3
30
1
23
2-6

0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
0
0
0

120
45

78
79

178

47
-13
4
-7

-64
-95

PASS RECEIVING
Pos. Ct.
E

HB
HB
HB
E

HB
E
FB
E

E

HB
HB
FB
FB

Ave.
15.0

TD
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
1

Pos.
FB

6.2

5.0
4.7
4.6
4.5

3.9

2.9

2.7

2.6
2.1

2.0
-2.3

Keresey
Moretti
long time. His winning policies have not procured the salutations, and
glamorizing little phrases, that are drawn out from other alumni and
PASSING
undergraduate factions.
%
Passer
Pos.
Intc. Yds. TD
Att-compl.
To those who read this column, the steady diet of pro Holovak
Amabile
122-66
4
982
7
.540
QB
columns may be getting too tiresome and nauseous. Yet the fact re54-23
2
344
2
.425
QB
mains, that in eight and one half years, Mr. Holovak has amassed a VanCott
47-28-5 record. Something, obviously, better than average. Something,
which should produce quite a few groans of discontent. Alas, sirrah,
the Dukes of descredit point to the lack of victories against "Big
Time" opponents over the eight and a half year Holovak coaching span.
True, Army, Navy, and Pittsburgh have been a little too strong. But
when has a Boston College freshman team been a vital force behind
a graduation hit ball club? When has a recruiting force gone into the
high school wilds complete with car keys, large checks, and future
employment? For eight years Boston College has been supplied by the
six New England states, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
Not once has a corn bred middle westerner come East to grapple with
a sustaining education.
By JERRY
LITTLE HELP
Holovak has had little help. No distant talent, or outstanding
Throw away the record books, past performance
freshman elevens have offered little to nothing. With greater Boston sheets, potentials of the teams, etc.?it's reached
material, he has stood off the likes of Army, Navy, Pitt, Syracuse, the time of the football season when all of these
and Clemson in admiral fashion. He even managed wins over Miami, mean very little.
Clemson, Wake Forest, VMI, Holy Cross and Boston University.
Two natural rivalries in a row finish out the
A winning season is not an essential vitamin in the insatiable schedule for Boston College. These are the type of
menu of Holovak baiters. They want a bigger meal. One which includes games that the books like to lay off, for they know
Big Time?all the way. A big time coach, near impossible schedule, ?as most people who understand football know?
and a National Television audience. Just bring in anyone; intelligence that anything can happen.
doesn't matter. This is what the critics are subconsciously advocating.
Tomorrow afternoon at 1:30, The Eagles will
The end of all this Big Time thinking could possibly end in a de- take on their crosstown rival, Boston University, at
emphasis on education.
University Field.
The education that has distinguished Boston College from other
The rivalry hasn't been a close one. In fact, it's
institutions, whose main objective is to field a towering array of been pretty one sided, with BC leading the series?
which began in 1893?24-3, one game having ended
"students," and produce a nationally known football team.
Mr. Erdalatz, may, or may not have been present. The important in a tie.
Both teams will be trying to get back into the
thing is that, he has been considered, and Mr. Holovak is supposedly
winning habit after losses last week. The Eagles
close to the axe. The Question remains why?
An excellent winning percentage against good opposition with little lost to Pitt 22-14, which left them with a 4-3 record,
help from necessary channels has persisted throughout his stormy while the Terriers now have a 3-4 slate as a result
of their 17-8 loss to the Cross.
reign.
Erdalatz for Holovak? What price glory?
"Boston University will probably try to pass
against us," said Mike Holovak, thinking aloud as
PITT GAME REMEMBERED
The roars after the Pitt game last Saturday will be heard for a he watched films of last year's game, one morning
long time, and Mike Holovak will be the butt of these sadistic taunts earlier this week.
"We'll have to sharpen up our pass defense and,
for Saturdays to come. It may end in Mike's dismissal, but critics will
be laughing when they see a near .700 winning percentage. And also, of course, work on our own passing," added the
a coach who has had offers from Navy, Maryland, and the Los Angeles Eagle coach, "but right now, our biggest job, is to
Rams. Why dismissal ? Why not another eight years and good football. find a fullback to replace (Frank) Moretti and
Besides we'll have no de-emphasis on education. A distinction, we can (Frank) Robotti."
be proud of.
masses at Boston College for a

PUNTING
Pos. Punts
HB
41

Player

Robinson

QB

Amabile

B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.

B.C. RESULTS:
8
8
39
35

16
21
14

Ave.

Yds.
1625

39.6

35.2
Won 4 Lost 3
3

107

Navy
Army

,

24

44

Villanova
Dartmouth

6
12
0
9
22

Marquette

Detroit
Pittsburgh

THIS WEEK?SATURDAY, NOV. 14
Boston University at B.U. Field?l:3o P.M.
B.U. 1959 RECORD
George Washington 18
B.U.
14
28
B.U
7
Kansas
7
0
B.U.
West Virginia
21
B.U.
12
Penn State
8
7
B.U.
Connecticut
20
6
B.U
Massachusetts
8
17
Holy Cross
B.U.
TOTAL STATISTICS
B.C.
OPP.
TOTAL POINTS
141
115
99
TOTAL FIRST DOWNS
102
FIRST DOWNS BY RUSHING
50
50
FIRST DOWNS BY PASSING
50
44
2
5
FIRST DOWNS BY PENALTIES....
947
NET YARDS GAINED RUSHING.. 688
1064
NET YARDS GAINED PASSING
1326
PASSES?Att.
Compl.
176-89 189-82
39-299 24-229
NO. PENALTIES?YARDS
12
9
FUMBLES LOST
PUNTS?No.
44-39.3 46-34.2
Average
..

-

-

(1574)

TERRIERS HOST
INVADING B.C.

Head Coach: Steve Sinko
Nickname: Terriers

Colors: Scarlet and White
Location: Boston
Captain: Len Pare
Publicist: Larry Strumwasser
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
1958 Results
(Won 4 Lost 5)

UNIVERSITY
Schedule

Sept. 25?George Washington
3?at Kansas
Oct.
9?West Virginia
Oct. 17?at Penn State

Oct.

Oct. 23?Connecticut
31?at Massachusetts
Nov. 7?at Holy Cross
Nov. 14?Boston College
Nov. 21?Syracuse
Oct.

28
14
36
0
8
33
0
13
36

Massachusetts

Navy
West Virginia
Penn State
Holy Cross

William & Mary

Syracuse

Boston College

Connecticut

8.C8.U. SERIES

B.C

Year
1893
1894
1895
1896
1920
1921

10
0
0
10
34
13

p"
27
33

~_J

1925

1928

1929

1

(B.C. Won 24 Lost 3 Tied
B.U
B.C
Year
B.U
6 47
-0
1930
_6
28 18
1931
22 21
1932
0
0 25
1933
0
0
10
1934
.0
.0 25
1935
6
°
1936
0
7
6
13
1937
0 21
1938
14

1

Both Moretti and Robotti were injured last SatPanthers, and will definitely miss
tomorrow's contest.
X-Rays taken of Robotti's wrist and ankle and of
Moretti's knee showed no broken bones, but according to George Thomas, night X-Ray technician at
St. Elizabeth's hospital, the joints have been agravated, and will be sore for several days.
Boston University, which had 21 of 31 lettermen
return from its 1958 club, uses a wing-T, a straightT, and a double-slotback offense.
Emo DiNitto, the Terrier quarterback, will be
playing his third game against the Eagles. The
s'B" senior does a lot of throwing, but seldom carries
the ball himself.
When asked if he thought DiNitto's passing
would give his club much trouble, Holovak rewound
the film he was watching, stopped it, and restarted
it just as a player in white faded back, and hit
another player in white, who was surrounded by
BC defenders, with a neat pass for a TD. No words
were necessary.
DiNitto's favorite target for his talented tossing
is Gene Prebola, a 6'3" end from New Jersey, whom
BU head coach Steve Sinko calls the best end in
the East. "We've had great ones, like Tom Oates,
George Sulima, John Bredice, and Jim Kenney,"
said Sinko, "but Gene is every bit as good right
now, and I look for him to keep improving."
urday against the

CROSS, NAVY, ARMY
TOP SAT. OPPONENTS

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

BOSTON
1959

FARRELL

1)
B.C
19
21
19
37

7

Year
1939
1940
1941
1942
1954

4Q

1955

13
27

1956
1957

18

1958

HOLY CROSS 17, B.U. 8
The hard running of Johnny Allen highlighted
the victory of the Purple over the B.U. Terriers.
Rain-soaked Fitton Field was the site of the sixth
victory in seven games for the high-flying Crusaders. Featuring a rock-ribbed defense, the Crusaders deprived the Terriers of a score until the
closing moments of the ball game. Allen was the
pace-setter for Holy Cross, returning a punt for a
touchdown, and flicking a field goal. At this late
stage of the season, the supposedly weak Crusaders
have proven themselves extremely tough.

14
28
30
34
16
7
42
18
22 ARMY 14, VILLANOVA 0
An underdog Villanova ball club held a powerful
Army team to but two touchdowns on rain-soaked
Michie Stadium. Army scored early on a 1-yard
B.U
plunge by Don Bobko. Setting up the touchdown
0 were two
0 son. The passes from Joe Caldwell to Bob AnderBlack Knights, using their third and fourth
7
were content to play a defensive ball game.
teams,
0
Late in the fourth quarter, the Army reserves
6
pushed across a touchdown to secure the ball game.
12
NAVY 22, MARYLAND 17
0
In the game known as the Oyster Bowl, the
.2 Middies of Navy triumphed over the Maryland Ter13 papens. Rebounding from the disheartening defeat

at the hands of Notre Dame, Navy featured a well
co-ordinated running and passing attach to sink
their opponents. Just to be comical, one can say
that the Middies took away all the pearls.
DARTMOUTH 20, COLUMBIA 0
For the third straight week, the Dartmouth onetwo punch, Bill Gundy and Jake Crouthamel, paced
the Green to an Ivy League victory. Dartmouth has
moved into second place in Ivy League competition,
and is now a definite threat to repeat as champion.
The Green, unable to win a game in good weather,
has won three in sloppy going. Leading the Green
was Jake Crouthamel, whose bull-like rushes accounted for over 100 yards. The passing of Bill
Gundy kept the defense off-balance all afternoon.
Considering the drastic start of the season, the
Dartmouth Indians are rolling toward a highly successful record.
MARQUETTE 48, NORTH DAKOTA STATE 0
The Marquette Warriors exploded for their first
victory of the year at the expense of tiny North
Dakota State. Pete Hall led his charges in an awesome display of power, as the Warrior attack scored
seven touchdowns. Marquette now has a record of
1-7 which is still not much consolation for the onesided victory. Marquette can do nothing but improve in the future.
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PANTHERS TOPPLE
EAGLE WIN STREAK
But only one of the
turned out to be welcome.
The invading Panthers had a lit-

Saturday.
guests

tle extra class; they provided the
upset-minded Eagles with a 22-14
defeat.

Photo By Jack Mullen

Robby getting off a long one

vs. Pitt.

Pittsburg and national television
marched into Alumni Stadium last

Photo By Jack Mullen

Hogan in big gain in the rain.

Led by Fred Cox, Jim Cunningham and Ivan Toncic, Pitt gained
nearly three hundred yards on the
ground to even their season's record at four wins and four losses.
After a scoreless first period,
B.C. began a drive from the Pitt
37. Amabile completed a 28-yard
pass to the Pitt 9, thanks to Joe
Sikorski making a circus catch.
Vinnie Hogan then carried to the
5. Robinson gained one to the 4,
and then Amabile faked to Robotti,
and passed to Robinson on the goal
line for a 6-0 lead. Kirouac converted for the seventh point.
After a long ground march, Pitt
was held at the B.C. 7. Cox then
kicked a field goal from the 15.
The third period decided the ball
game. Pitt took the kick-off and
moved the ball to the 37-yard line.
Then, on a double reverse, Fred
Cox went 63 yards down the sideline to give Pitt a 9-7 lead.
The ensuing kickoff produced
the top thrill of the game. Vin Hogan grabbed the ball on his ten,
went up the middle to the twenty,
and cut down the right sideline for

7

FLAMAN HAS HOPE
FOR US, HOCKEY

By JEAN ROONEY
the
hockey
As
lovers among us
regain
to
90-yard
scoring
jaunt,
a
are well aware,
the lead for the Eagles. Kirouac's the college hocpoint made it 15-9.
key season will
The visitors then began a pun- soon be here.
ishing ground attack which proThis past weekceeded to pin the third defeat on end, I had the opB.C. A 63-yard march was culmin- portunity to talk
ated with a 25-yard pass from with the Boston
Toncic to Cox. The conversion at- Bruins' All Star
tempt was no good.
defenseman and
Ferny
In the fourth period, the Panthers captain,
used up 8 minutes of the clock in Flaman. He is a
grinding out 80 yards to wrap up perennial member
the game. Cunningham went over of the National
League
from the one to make the score Hockey
21-14. A Cox conversion gave Pitt All-Star team and
has been generalthe last point of the game.
FERNY FLAMAN
ly called the best
?Phil Langan
of the Pros. We discussed college and eager, but the coaching matehockey and the status of hockey in rial just isn't available. In Canada,
general in the area. It has been since hockey has a nine-month life
pointed out that of the players now span, capable instructors with funactive in the National Hockey damental knowledge of the game
League, the major league of profes- can be easily provided.
sional hockey, only one is American Progress Being Made
born (Charlie Burns of the Bruins).
Regarding hockey as it is played
American hockey experts who view at the college level in America,
the situation with much consterna- Ferny feels that considerable progtion, are doing much to promote ress is being made. The construchockey interest nationally, in the tion of new rinks, such as McHugh
hope of rectifying the situation. Forum, provides the facilities for
Many new rinks have been built in skating and practice required by a
various sections of the country, and first-rate hockey team. He menthere is now national television of tioned that B.C. was especially forthe professional games.
tunate in having "Snooks" Kelley
Photo By Jack Mullen Boston Resident
at the helm. Kelley's reputation is
Glynn leading the charge.
Ferny Flaman is Canadian-born, known beyond American borders
hailing from Regina, Saskatche- through the championship hockey
wan, but is now a resident of Bos- teams that have represented the
ton.
Maroon and Gold in the past.
In discussing the deficiencies of Correct Mistakes
American hockey, Ferny compared
Flaman thinks that American
it with hockey as he knows it. He skaters must work hard to correct
pointed out that in the U.S. we lack their mistakes. Hard work and deThe Boston College Rifle Team the hockey facilities available in termination make up a lot for playCanada, where the climate is such ers who may not have outstanding
consists of ROTC and non-ROTC that the game is played outdoors. natural talent. He pointed
out that
members; there is the ROTC team Canadians are not faced with the in any field or endeavor, be it busipraccomposed of varsity and freshman problem of finding rinks to
ness, college, or sports, it takes
hard work to reach the top. Howcadets, a team for freshmen, and tice on as are the Americans.
Stick Handling
ever, with willingness and detera girls' team. Therefore, any perFerny mentioned that one out- mination to succeed, the Americans
son on the B. C. campus fits into standing
feature of the American will eventually reach the level of
hockey player is his stick-handling their Canadian neighbors.
one of these categories.
As a sidelight, Flaman mentioned
Boston College is a member of ability. The Canadians are the betthe New England and the Greater ter skaters due to the fact that that the Bruins have a fine chance
they can put in more skating time. to take the N.H.L. Pennant. He
Boston Collegiate Rifle Leagues.
Another deficiency Flaman noted expressed a desire that, before the
In New England,
it competes in the American hockey setup is close of his career, he might step
against such teams as MIT, Har- the lack of capable coaches. Many forward as captain of the Bruins
vard, Brown, Connecticut, Rhode of the coaches instructing young and accept the Stanley Cup, emblematic of the championship of
Island, Northeastern and the Coast hockey players lack the fundamen- the
tal qualifications and experience
N.H.L. In a few years, an
Guard Academy.
necessary to "instruct young kids." American might be doing it, he
A system of portal matches, In many cases the kids are willing added.
whereby a team shoots on its home
range and sends its score to comPAUL'S PICKS
peting schools enables the Boston
Army?l
Oklahoma?21
College Rifle Team to compete
Auburn?l 3 Georgia?lo
Brown?6
against colleges and universities Harvard?22
NEW ENGLAND'S
Holy Cross?B
from over 40 states. Some of these Penn State?2B
Mississippi State?o
FASTEST GROWING
schools include the universities of LSU?2I
Northwestern?22 Mich. State?l
Alaska, Michigan, Virginia, among Mississippi?27
Tennessee?l
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
others.
Notre Dame?2l
Pittsburgh?7
The team opened its season by Texas?l 9 Texas Christian?l3
Wisconsin?24
Illinois?7
\u2666
winning a triangular match with
Wentworth and Tufts. On Saturday, November 14, B. C. competes against Rhode Island and
Providence College at Providence.
-

?

RAWSON EXCELS
After running for only a year, much faster and don't forget,
Larry Rawson came in second in only a freshman.
the New England Freshman Cross

Country Contest. Larry was only
15 yards behind Gunzelman of
Brown and he travelled the course
in 14:10, which was ten seconds
under the old record. He gained
revenge against Ken Mueller of
B. U., who had handed him his lone
defeat of the regular season. He
finished 75 yards ahead of Mueller.
Larry ran his first official race
when he was a senior at St. Mary's
of Waltham High School. In his
second race he finished third in the
Class D State Indoor Mile. His
time was a very respectable 4:32.2.
He placed fifth in the New England
Interscholastics, lowering his time
to 4:28.6 on a rain-soaked and
wind-swept track. Because of his
limited experience, these performances are phenomenal. With
more experience he should run

3 2

By TOM SHEEHAN
Boston College's cross-country take the spirit out of the team.
team finished its season last Mon- This was the last cross-country
day by capturing a rather disap- race for the three seniors: Captain
pointing tenth place in the New Ed Quinn, Bob O'Leary and Tom
England
Intercollegiate Cross Flynn.
Country Championship at Franklin FRESHMEN:
Park.
The freshman cross-country
The race was won by Robert team, led by Larry Rawson, took
Lowe, a junior from Brown Uni- sixth place in the New England
versity. His winning time for the Freshman Championship. The race
very was one of the finest ever run over
five-mile jaunt was 21:16
respectable time. Second place the course. It developed into a
went to Vermont's Frederick Kol- three-man race with Larry Rawson,
strom and Art Freeman of Boston Thomas Kunzelman of Brown and
Ken Mueller of Boston University
University took third.
battling to the finish line. KunzelThe first B. C. runner to cross man won by a scant three seconds
line
Bob
O'Leary.
the finish
was
over Rawson. The time, 14:07, was
He placed seventh with a 21:41 fifteen seconds under the old rectiming. Jack Hurley, placing ord. Mueller, who was the only
thirtieth, was B. C.'s second man. person to beat Rawson during the
Sophomores Jimmy Duff and Tom regular
season, came in third.
Hagan placed fifty-eighth and
Jim
McMahon
was second for
seventy-eights respectively for the
low-flying Eagles. Jack Ryan, B. C. He placed twenty-first with
14:47 clocking. Mike Scully, Jim
placing ninetieth, rounded out the a
Owens, Jim Rinella and Doug Mctop five.
Quarrie were the other freshmen
The meet was won by the Uni- starters.
versity of Maine. Second place
Brown University won the freshwent to Brown. Wesleyan was man meet. In
doing so they placed
third and Holy Cross fourth.
all of their first five in the top
During the season the team twenty. University of Massachucompiled a 4-11 record. The loss setts was second, Springfield third,
came last week against Connecticut Wesleyan fourth, Rhode Island
College. It was the first defeat in fifth, Boston College sixth and
seventeen meets and it seemed to Holy Cross seventh.
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VARSITY LOSES Rifle Team
IN NEW ENGLANDS Opens Nov. 14

iKctllu

BEAT BU!

he is

SULLIVAN
BROS.

oDunce
Friday, Nov. 13,1959

B.C.- B.U.
VICTORY DANCE

AMERICAN LEGION HALL
Chestnut Hill Ave., Brighton

Printers
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL
GL 8-6333

5 Min. from B. C.

Presented by

THE JUNIOR CLASS

Refreshments
Dancing 8:30

at

THE HOTEL STATLER

-

12:30

ADMISSION 99c
Stag or Couple

DANCING 8-12

Boston
Oceanport, N. J.

Pawtucket, R.I.

Music by Freddy Guerra

DONATION $3.50

Auxiliary Plants:

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 13, 1959
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From NORTH CONWAY, New Hampshire
SKI PARADISE ov NEW ENGLAND Cums this
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North Conway attracts skiers not only because
of its fine slope but for Tom Harris
a legendary name in the snow region. At his Ski Shop
ou can
tne Dest in togs anc ' e ß ui P menT
ask any pro. Now he's turned over to Raymond's
a great surplus stock, and just in time for slope
un Naturally, it's all at Raymond's low, low
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All wool, hand knit including imports made in Austria,
and Germany. Expertly tailored, beautifully woven for
warmth and easy movement. All at prices you can't afford
to miss For example:
?

Their $30.00 stretch pants

?

Their $13.95 to $17.95 Nylon Parkas

our price $ 8.90

...
Their tloo
Sweaters
$19.95 imported
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Hard toe hocke y skates
smooth black leather
W with
trim,
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